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Abstract
Recently, Bronson et al. [7] introduced a framework for understanding a class of failures in distributed systems called
metastable failures. The examples of metastable failures presented in that work are simplified versions of failures observed
at Facebook. In this work, we study the prevalence of such failures in the wild by scouring over publicly available incident
reports from many organizations, ranging from hyperscalers
to small companies.
Our main findings are threefold. First, metastable failures
are universally observed—we present an in-depth study of 22
metastable failures from 11 different organizations. Second,
metastable failures are a recurring pattern in many severe
outages—e.g., at least 4 out of 15 major outages in the last
decade at Amazon Web Services were caused by metastable
failures. Third, we extend the model by Bronson et al. to
better reflect the metastable failures seen in the wild by categorizing two types of triggers and two types of amplification
mechanisms, which we confirm through developing multiple example applications that reproduce different types of
metastable failures in a controlled environment. We believe
our work will aid in a deeper understanding of metastable
failures and in coming up with solutions to them.

1

Introduction

Building reliable distributed systems has been the holy grail
of distributed computing research. Historically, academic researchers studied the reliability of distributed systems under
the assumptions of fail-stop [31, 42, 46] and Byzantine [8, 32]
failure modes. The proliferation of cloud services led to
previously unseen scales and the discovery of new failure
modes, such as stragglers [9, 12, 62], fail-slow hardware failures [3, 27, 29], and scalability failures [34, 53]. Most recently,
Bronson et al. [7] introduced a new class of failures called
metastable failures.
Bronson et al. define the metastable failure state as the
state of a permanent overload with an ultra-low goodput
(throughput of useful work). In their framework, they also
define the stable state as the state when a system experiences
a low enough load than it can successfully recover from temporary overloads, and the vulnerable state as the state when a
system experiences a high load, but it can successfully handle
that load in the absence of temporary overloads. A system experiences a metastable failure when it is in a vulnerable state
and a trigger causes a temporary overload that sets off a sustaining effect—a work amplification due to a common-case
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optimization—that tips the system into a metastable failure
state. The distinguishing characteristic of a metastable failure
is that the sustaining effect keeps the system in the metastable
failure state even after the trigger is removed.
This phenomenon of metastable failure is not new. However, instances of such failures look so dissimilar that it is
hard to spot the commonality. As a result, distributed systems
practitioners have given different names to different instances
of metastable failures, such as persistent congestion [51], overload [60], cascading failures [5], retry storms [2, 56], death
spirals [37], among others. Bronson et al. [7] is the first work
that generalizes all of these different-looking failures under
the same framework.
A key property of metastable failures is that their root cause
is not a specific hardware failure or a software bug. It is an
emergent behavior of a system, and it naturally arises from
the optimizations for the common case that lead to sustained
work amplification. As such, metastable failures are hard to
predict, may potentially have catastrophic effects, and incur
significant ongoing human engineering costs because automated recovery is difficult (since these failures are not understood well). For example, in Section 6.3, we discuss how code
and configuration changes without truly understanding the
metastable failure can exacerbate the problem and lead to future incidents. Incidentally, at the time of writing this paper, a
metastable failure at Amazon Web Services (AWS) disrupted
the operation of airlines [38], home appliances [30], smart
homes, payment systems [52], and other critical services for
several hours.
As Bronson et al. point out, operators choose to run their
systems in the vulnerable state all the time because it is much
more efficient than running them in the stable state. As a
simple example, an operator of a system with a database that
can handle 300 requests per second (RPS) can install a cache
with a 90% hit-rate and start serving up to 3,000 RPS. While
more efficient, the system is now operating in a vulnerable
state because a cache failure can overwhelm the database
with more requests that it can handle. The problem is that in
a complex, large-scale distributed system, we lack the ability
to analyze the consequences of this decision to run in a vulnerable state under different conditions; e.g., what happens
if load increases, or if the downstream latency increases, or
if messages increase in size and serialization/deserialization
starts to cost more CPU? So picking “how vulnerable” of a
state to operate in, under normal conditions, is a best guess
and not always the right choice, which is why we continue to
experience metastable failures.
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In this paper, we make four contributions that extend the
work of Bronson et al. and increase our understanding of
metastable failures:
• A study of metastable failures in the wild that confirms
metastable failures are universally observed and comprise a
substantial fraction of the most severe outages (Section 2).
• An improved model that categorizes two types of triggers
and two types of amplification mechanisms, which better
explains how metastable failures happen (Section 3).
• An insider view at Twitter of a new type of metastable
failure where garbage collection acts as an amplification
mechanism (Section 4).
• Three example applications on which metastable failures
are experimentally reproduced, which helps researchers
propose and test solutions to metastable failures (Section 5).
We have open-sourced these examples at https://github.com/
lexiangh/Metastability.
We hope our work will encourage more research into this
devastating kind of failure and help in building more robust
distributed systems, as our daily lives start to increasingly
depend on them [20, 30, 38, 52].

2

Metastability in the Wild

Bronson et al. [7] used simplified examples to illustrate the
mechanism of metastability and only asserted that the pattern
was common, but did not present any data about real-world
occurrences. Thus, we perform a large-scale study of actual
metastable failures in the wild by sifting through hundreds
of publicly available incident reports. It is an arduous task
that requires an in-depth analysis of each incident report to
understand if the failure is metastable, and the lack of details
in the reports makes it even more challenging. We identify 21
metastable failures (Table 1) that are severe enough to warrant
public incident reports in a range of organizations, including
four at AWS, four at Google Cloud, and four at Microsoft
Azure. Though this number may appear low compared to other
failure types in distributed systems [26, 27, 33, 53], metastable
failures usually have devastating results that last many hours,
which makes them an important class of failures to study.
2.1 Methodology
To find examples of metastability, we searched through
troves of publicly available post-mortem incident reports from
large cloud infrastructure providers and significantly smaller
companies or services. Large infrastructure providers, such
as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Azure, and Google, are
held accountable by many paying customers, forcing greater
transparency into their reliability and operation practices.
Smaller businesses often operate with higher self-imposed
transparency goals until they grow large enough to become a
significant target for malicious attacks.
Infrastructure providers often maintain incident and outage
reporting tools [4, 11, 50], which became our primary source
for metastable failures. We analyzed hundreds of incidents to
find a handful that depicts systems in the metastable state. We
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also found several smaller failures from other public sources
such as postmortem communities [13, 44, 45, 54], weekly
outage incident digests [14, 17, 55], etc.
The reports from different sources do not follow the same
format nor provide the same level of information, making our
job of finding examples of metastability more difficult. While
going through these reports, we focus on tell-tale signs of
metastability—temporary triggers, work amplification or sustaining effects, and certain specific mitigation practices. More
specifically, we look for patterns when a trigger initiates some
processes that amplify the initial trigger-induced problem and
sustain the degraded performance state even after the trigger
is removed. The sustaining effect can take multiple forms,
such as exacerbated queue growth or retries that create more
load. We also pay attention to mitigation efforts, as metastable
failures often require significant load shedding [57, 60] for
recovery.
We perform a comprehensive analysis of these incidents,
focusing on impact, trigger, work amplification mechanisms,
and mitigation practices. To study the impact, we focus on the
duration and number of impacted services. This information
is usually readily available in the reports. For the triggers, we
identify the triggers and classify them into several distinct
categories. We use a similar identification and classification
process to distill work-amplification mechanisms and mitigation patterns. We present our summarized findings in Table 1.
2.2 Summary of Metastable Failures in the Wild
In Table 1, we provide a breakdown of metastable failure
incidents we have found. The examples include instances
from both major cloud providers (e.g., Microsoft, Amazon,
Google, IBM) and smaller companies and projects (e.g., Spotify, Elasticsearch, Apache Cassandra). Our summary table
describes high-level aspects of these failures: duration of the
incident, impacted services, triggers leading to the outage, the
sustaining effect mechanism, and corrective actions taken by
the engineers.
Due to the often limited scope of provided information, we
use our best judgment in identifying metastable failures. The
most important criteria we use is the sustaining effect mechanism. We highlight several instances in gray color when the
incident description is not clear on the presence of such a sustaining effect, but metastable failure is plausible depending
on the interpretation and given the rest of the information
provided. Additionally, we assign each incident a unique identifier to refer to each incident later.
Triggers are the starting events in the chain leading to
metastable failures. Around 45% of observed triggers in Table 1 are due to engineer errors, such as buggy configuration
or code deployments, and latent bugs (i.e., undetected preexisting bugs). These can be observed in incidents GGL1,
GGL2, GGL3, GGL4, AWS1, AWS3, AZR3, ELC1, SPF1.
Load spikes are another prominent trigger category, with
around 35% of incidents reporting it. A significant number of
cases (45%) have more than one trigger.
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Duration
(hours)

Services Impacted

Triggers

Sustaining
Effect

GGL1 [22] 03/12/19

4.17

Gmail, Photos, Drive, Cloud Storage,
various other GCP services

• load spike
• config change

• cascading overload

GGL2 [23] 10/31/19

21.5

multiple components of GCE

• software bug

• retry

GGL3 [24] 04/08/20

3.2

Google BigQuery, Cloud IAM
3% of Cloud SQL HA

GGL4 [21] 04/30/13

1.5

Google API infrastructure

• config change
• software bug
• config change
• latent software bug

AWS1 [47] 04/21/11

66.7

Amazon EC2, Amazon RDS

• network
config change

• retry

AWS2 [48] 06/13/14

4.23

Amazon SimpleDB

• power loss

• retry

AWS3 [49] 09/20/15

4.55

AWS SQS, EC2 Autoscaling,
CloudWatch, AWS Console

• load spike
• network disruption

• retry
• cascading server
demotion

AWS4 [51] 12/07/21

9.3

AZR1 [4] 07/01/20

2.65

AWS DynamoDB, EC2, Fargate,
RDS, EMR, Workspaces, AWS Console,
Authorization services, internal DNS
Azure SQL DB & SQL Data Warehouse,
Azure Database for
MySQL/PostgreSQL/MariaDB

AZR2 [4] 04/01/21

1.15

• latent software bug
triggered by scale-up
led to load spike
• unspecified load
imbalance trigger
• latent config bug
• software bug leading
to cache degradation

AZR3 [4] 06/14/21

13.25

AZR4 [4] 07/12/21

7.92

IBM1 [11] 06/11/21

73.53

Azure

AWS

Google

ID

Other

SPF1 [19]

Date

04/13

Azure DNS
Management operations
of many Azure
Services
Windows Virtual Desktop,
Azure Front Door,
Azure CDN Standard
Private DNS, HS Crypto Service,
Cloudant DNS Services,
Osaka, Cloudshell services

NA

core app/service UI

SPF2 [19] 06/04/13

8.33

core app/service UI

ELC1 [39] 04/02/19

6.67

Elasticsearch Service

WIK1 [58] 03/30/21

2.25

media upload, misc queued jobs

CCI1 [10] 07/07/15

18.33

Core product

CAS1 [1]

07/27/17

NA

Partial database outage

CAS2 [43]

2020

0.16

ably services

FB1 [18]

NA

NA

Facebook core services

• latent software bug
• load spike
• deployment of
software bug
• load spike
• software bug

• retry
• traffic queue growth
• reboots

Mitigation
• load shedding
• stop config deploy
• load shedding
• reboot
• capacity increase
• config rollback
• policy change
• config rollabck
• server reboot
• config rollback
• policy change
• load shedding
• capacity increase
• load shedding
• server restart
• load shedding –
pause metadata ops
• capacity increase

• retry

• load rebalancing
• load shedding

• cascading overload

• service restart

• unknown automation
• capacity increase
• unspecified queue
• load shedding
growth due to overload • remove buggy software
and timeouts
• capacity increase
• load rebalancing
• retry
• trigger hot fix
• other unspecified
• policy change
• load shedding
• retry
• policy change
• trigger hot fix
• retry

• load spike
• retry
• policy failure
• load spike due to
• retry
unexpected service
• excessive logging
dependency
in failure case
• unspecified maintenance • load caused ZK churn
• unspecified error
causing more load
• unspecified causing
• load spike
queue growth
• load increase
• load spike
due to contention
• self-sustaining and
• rolling restart
increasing overload
• load spike of certain
• retry
costly operations
• software bug
• load spike

• load shedding
• trigger hot fix
• load shedding
• restart
• load shedding
• load shedding
• policy change
• load shedding
• policy change
• trigger removal –
operated in stable state
• hot fix

Table 1: Metastable failures from public sources. Azure and IBM do not provide a direct incident link. Gray highlight indicates a
plausible metastable failure, although the incident description lacked some necessary details.
Handling and recovering from metastable failures is not
easy, with our data suggesting that incidents cause significant
outages. For instance, the IBM1 incident lasted over three
days. More generally, we have observed outages in a range
of 1.5 to 73.53 hours, with 4 to 10 hours of outages being the
most common (35% of incidents reporting the outage period).

increase due to retries, expensive error handling, lock contention, or performance degradation due to leader election
churn. By far, the most common sustaining effect is due to the
retry policy, affecting more than 50% of the studied incidents—
GGL2, GGL3, AWS1, AWS2, AWS3, AZR2, AZR4, IBM1,
SPF1, SPF2, and CAS2 incidents are all sustained by retries.

While triggers initiate the failure, the sustaining effect
mechanisms prevent the system from recovering. We observed a variety of different sustaining effects, such as load

Recovery from a metastable failure is challenging and often
requires reducing load. Direct load shedding, such as throttling, dropping requests, or changing workload parameters,
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Symbols
Lnorm ,Cnorm

Names
Normal load and capacity without issues (i.e., triggers)
Lorg (t),Corg (t) Organic load and capacity at time t
including effects from triggers
Lsys (t),Csys (t) System load and capacity at time t
including metastable amplification
over the organic load and capacity
Cstable
Stable capacity below which the system recovers from metastability
mtrigL , mtrigC
Maximum load-spike and capacitydecreasing trigger magnitudes
αL (t), αC (t)
Workload and capacity degradation
amplification factors
∆ttrig
Trigger overloading duration
wL (∆ttrig ),
Workload and capacity degradation
wC (∆ttrig )
amplification upper bound functions
w∗L , wC∗
Maximum workload and capacity
degradation amplifications
Table 2: Symbols of Metastability Framework.
was used in over 55% of the cases. Some indirect mechanisms were also popular, such as reboots to clean the queues
or operation backlogs, or policy changes. An example of such
a policy change is the CAS1 incident where a feature was
turned off to allow the servers to join the cluster.

3

Metastability Framework

Based on our observations of real-world metastable failures,
we extend the model of Bronson et al. [7] in three ways. First,
while the previous framework presumes that a system entering a metastable failure state is usually due to a load increase,
we observe in multiple incidents that a software bug or a configuration change may decrease the capacity of the system
and trigger a metastable failure even without a load increase.
Second, although the previous framework describes a system
sustaining in a metastable failure state due to workload amplification, we show examples of another type of metastable
failure sustaining effect where background activities such as
garbage collection cause the system’s capacity to degrade
or remain degraded even after the trigger is removed. Third,
based on our experiments on the reproductions of metastable
failures, we find that a vulnerable state is not a binary condition; whether a system transitions from a vulnerable state into
a metastable failure state is determined by the current degree
of vulnerability, the trigger magnitude, and its duration.
3.1 System Model
We devise our model based on the load and capacity of a
system, and a summary of the symbols are shown in Table 2.
The capacity of the system, Csys (t), is represented in terms
of abstract resource units (RUs) that the system can handle
per second (i.e., work per second). Each request consumes
some RUs from the system’s budget. For example, consider a
system with a constant Csys (t) = 100 RUs/sec; every second
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such a system can process up to 100 requests, each costing
1 RU, or up to 50 requests, each costing 2 RUs. The load,
Lsys (t), represents the work per second arriving to the system
in terms of RUs/sec. So for a system to not be overloaded,
Lsys (t) < Csys (t).
Under normal idealized conditions, we assume the processing capacity Csys (t) is constant, Csys (t) = Cnorm . However,
depending on circumstances it may diminish due to failures,
transient outages, or amplification effects of metastability.
Similar to Csys (t), we set Lsys (t) = Lnorm as the normal load
excluding transient effects and workload amplification.
Since metastability is fundamentally due to sustaining effects that amplify the load and degrade the system capacity,
we also define Lorg (t) and Corg (t) as the load and system capacity without amplification effects. That is, the organic load,
Lorg (t), is the load originating from the system’s clients. This
includes transient effects such as load spikes, but does not include workload amplification effects such as retries. Similarly,
the organic capacity, Corg (t), represents the system capacity
including transient capacity decreases, but without sustaining
degradation. For example, background interference may drop
the organic capacity in half temporarily until the interference
ends. But sustaining amplification effects such as garbage
collection would cause the system capacity to degrade further
or remain degraded even after the trigger is removed. We
illustrate these effects on capacity and load in Figure 1.
3.2 Triggers
Metastable failures begin with trigger events. In our survey
(Section 2), we have identified two broad types of triggers.
The first trigger type results from a sudden burst in organic
load, Lorg (t) (e.g., a celebrity posting their baby’s picture).
The left two scenarios in Figure 1 illustrate how such a trigger
could lead to a metastable failure, and incidents GGL1, AWS3,
AZR3, AZR4, SPF1, SPF2, WIKI1, CCI1, and CAS2 are examples of such failures. The second trigger type degrades the
system’s organic capacity, Corg (t) (e.g., a rack failure or deployment of inefficient code). The right two scenarios in Figure 1 illustrate how such a trigger could lead to a metastable
failure, and incidents GGL2, GGL3, GGL3, AWS1, AWS2,
AZR4, and IBM1 are examples of such failures. While the
two types of triggers behave differently, they impact the system’s operation similarly by changing the balance between
the load and capacity.
Definition 1 (Trigger). A trigger T (mtrigL , mtrigC ) represents the total effect from one or more of the following events:
• A load-spike trigger is an event that increases the load on
the system by some maximum magnitude mtrigL such that
Lorg (t) − Lnorm ≤ mtrigL for all t.
• A capacity-decreasing trigger is an event that decreases
the system capacity by some maximum magnitude mtrigC
such that Cnorm −Corg (t) ≤ mtrigC for all t.
We assume mtrigL and mtrigC represent upper bounds on the
total trigger effect across all the triggers in a trigger event.
In our survey, over half of the observed incidents had one
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Lnorm

mtrigL

Cnorm

Csys=Corg
Lorg

Lnorm

s

Lorg

Vulnerable State
Cstable
Stable State
tmeta

Cnorm
Lnorm

Capacity degradation amplification
decreases the system capacity;
organic capacity remains constant.

Corg

C
Lsys=Lorg

sys

ttrig
Cstable

Metastable Failure:
Lsys(t) - Csys(t) > mtrigL

RUs
/sec
Cnorm
Lnorm

Time

Time

Lsys=Lorg

Cs

Csys(t) continues
to degrade after
fixing the trigger

ys

Cstable
tmeta

ttrig

Capacity degradation amplification
decreases the system capacity below the
triggers' effects in the organic capacity.
Metastable Failure:
Lsys(t) - Csys(t) >
mtrigC
Corg

Csys(t) continues
to degrade after
fixing the trigger

Vulnerable State
Stable State

L sy

tmeta

Time

mtrigL

RUs
/sec

Lsys(t) continues
to amplify after
fixing the trigger

Csys=Corg

ttrig
Vulnerable State
Cstable
Stable State

Capacity Degradation Amplification

Cnorm

Metastable Failure:
Lsys(t) - Csys(t) > mtrigC

Workload amplification
increases the system load;
organic load remains constant.

mtrigC

Lsys(t) continues
to amplify after
fixing the trigger

RUs
/sec

mtrigC

sy
s

RUs
/sec

Capacity-decreasing Trigger

Metastable Failure:
Workload amplification increases
mtrigL
the system load above the triggers' Lsys(t) - Csys(t) >
effects in the organic load.

L

Workload Amplification

Load-spike Trigger

Vulnerable State
Stable State

ttrig

tmeta

Time

Figure 1: Four metastability scenarios (Section 3.4). Two types of triggers (i.e., load-spike and capacity-decreasing) and two types
of amplification mechanisms (i.e., workload amplification and capacity degradation amplification) form the different scenarios.
overloading trigger, but to our surprise, incidents with multiple
triggers were also common (GGL1, GGL3, GGL4, AWS3,
AZR1, AZR3, AZR4, SPF1, and ELC1).
Not all triggers are dangerous; small variations of capacity
or load are normal and unavoidable. The triggers become dangerous when they overload the system (i.e., Lsys (t) ≥ Csys (t)).
Definition 2 (Overloading trigger condition). If mtrigL +
mtrigC ≥ Cnorm − Lnorm , then the trigger(s) can overload the
system.
Theorem 1 (Overloading trigger). If the system does not
have an overloading trigger condition, then it will never have
a metastable failure. (Proof in Section A.1.)
An overloading trigger is a necessary precursor of a
metastable failure. Once the system is in an overloaded state,
its performance starts to degrade, which sets off alarms and
starts mitigation efforts. For instance, GGL2, GGL3, AZR2,
and AZR4, among others, relied on an automated monitoring
and notification system to initiate the mitigation efforts once a
drop in availability is detected. Although not always explicitly
mentioned, we believe that most, if not all, systems surveyed
have monitoring and notification capabilities. As the system
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overloads, the latency of client operations will start to rise,
while the goodput will stay at or below the Csys (t).
The overloaded state, however, is not a metastable failure
state just yet. Getting out of overload is relatively straightforward — fix the trigger and restore the balance in the system,
such that Lsys (t) < Csys (t) again. If the load on the system
returns to a level below the system’s capacity when the trigger
is removed, then the system should eventually recover.
The duration of the trigger’s impact on the system is another important aspect to consider. While the trigger persists,
the system is working in a reduced capacity or increased load
setting, depending on the trigger type. Some triggers are easy
to fix and end their impact on the systems. For instance, most
of the misconfiguration triggers (GGL1, GGL4, AWS1) and
buggy software deployment (AZR4) can be fixed by a rollback action. Some triggers are more difficult to address since
the ability to fix the trigger, ironically, may depend on the
system’s performance, which is degraded by the trigger. For
instance, CAS1 incident had a rolling server restart for maintenance. The restart lowers the overall capacity of the system
by the capacity of a server currently rebooting, placing more
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load on other machines. A rebooted server needs to repair
itself by catching up, which requires both the rebooted server
to be fast enough to catch up with the missed and ongoing
load, and the rest of the system needs to be fast enough to
provide this repair service.
3.3 Sustaining Effect Loop
A metastable failure arises when the overloaded system
does not eventually return to a healthy state (Lsys (t) < Csys (t)).
Many reasons can keep the system in a failed state, such as
the inability to recover from the trigger or an uncontrolled
increase in load, among others. However, all of the reasons
share a common pattern of keeping systems inoperative. We
refer to this pattern as a sustaining effect.
Definition 3 (Sustaining effect). A sustaining effect is a
feedback loop that keeps the system in an overloaded state
such that Lsys (t) ≥ Csys (t) even after the trigger is removed.
The feedback mechanism itself may have existed prior to
the trigger, however, the overload made the feedback mechanism self-sustaining, and we name this feedback mechanism
as metastable amplification. For instance, the AWS4 incident
occurred with networking overload due to a planned scale-up
operation. The overload resulted in connection timeouts and
retries, creating even more load and causing more timeouts
and retries.
Definition 4 (Metastable amplification). A metastable amplification W (αL (t), αC (t), wL (∆ttrig ), wC (∆ttrig ), w∗L , wC∗ )
exacerbates the system’s overload until it reaches a maximum
overload limit. The amplification can manifest itself by
increasing the load on the system Lsys (t) and/or decreasing
the system’s capacity Csys (t):
• Workload amplification is a feedback loop that increases
the system load Lsys (t) beyond the organic load Lorg (t)
(i.e., Lsys (t) ≥ Lorg (t)). The workload amplification factor,
αL (t) = Lsys (t)/Lorg (t), can be upper bounded by some
workload amplification upper bound function wL (∆ttrig )
and max load amplification w∗L such that 1 ≤ αL (t) ≤
wL (∆ttrig ) ≤ w∗L for all t, ∆ttrig , where wL is a monotonically
increasing function of the trigger overloading duration ∆ttrig
from wL (0) = 1 to wL (∞) = w∗L .
• Capacity degradation amplification is a feedback loop
that decreases the system’s capacity Csys (t) below the organic capacity Corg (t) (i.e., Csys (t) ≤ Corg (t). The capacity
degradation amplification factor, αC (t) = Csys (t)/Corg (t),
can be upper bounded by some capacity degradation amplification upper bound function wC (∆ttrig ) and max capacity degradation amplification wC∗ such that 1 ≥ αC (t) ≥
1/wC (∆ttrig ) ≥ 1/wC∗ for all t, ∆ttrig , where wC is a monotonically increasing function of the trigger overloading duration ∆ttrig from wC (0) = 1 to wC (∞) = wC∗ .
Intuitively, the upper bounds allow us to reason about vulnerability and when a system enters a metastable failure state.
We do not assume the upper bounds are tight, and the intent
is to explain (i) there are two different types of amplification
(that may both be active simultaneously), and (ii) how the
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amplification factors impact metastability.
Workload amplification can manifest in multiple ways. Recall that each request in our model has some RU cost. The
workload amplification, therefore, can use one of the two
broad mechanisms—increasing the number of requests in the
system or increasing the average cost of a request. We observe the former amplification method in incidents GGL2,
SPF1, AZR2, while the latter shows up in AWS3, WIKI1, and
SPF2. For example, the SPF1 incident was caused by retrying
the requests, while the SPF2 issue was exaggerated by extra
debug logging added for timed-out requests. In our model,
this corresponds to the top left scenario in Figure 1 where
a load-spike trigger (i.e., Lorg increases) starts a workload
amplification (i.e., Lsys increases) due to retries or an increase
in the average per-request cost.
Workload amplification does not necessarily start immediately with the trigger. A common type of workload amplification is retry-driven amplification, observed in incidents GGL2,
AWS1, AWS2, AZR2, SPF1, and SPF2. It occurs when the
requests start to timeout after waiting for some timeout period, and clients begin to retry the failed requests. Typically,
this type of amplification starts building after some amplification delay. This delay depends on several factors, such as
the degree of overload in the system and request timeout. A
short request timeout is good for latency when retrying due
to a small transient issue. However, it can hurt the system’s
ability to handle larger problems by quickly starting the workload amplification. For example, AWS2 specifies that a small
handshake timeout was a contributing factor to starting and
sustaining the overload. The handshake timeout controlled the
frequency of heartbeat messages and the duration a server can
remain active without receiving a heartbeat. A longer timeout would have both reduced the heartbeat load and allowed
for a longer heartbeat wait, potentially delaying workload
amplification.
Capacity degradation amplification is another common
type of sustaining effect. This effect occurs when the initial trigger overloads the system and causes the capacity to
degrade or remain degraded. For example, a system experiencing a trigger where background interference from other
co-located processes pushes it into an overloaded state may
now need to also deal with an increased amount of garbage
collection (GC) due to a queue buildup. In this case, the
GC amplifying effect would degrade the system capacity beyond the capacity decrease from the trigger. The metastability
arises when the capacity degradation from GC grows to be
high enough such that the system remains overloaded even if
the background interference is removed.
A sustained degradation is a special case of capacity degradation amplification. The CAS1 incident discussed earlier is
an example of this. A different instance of this type of sustaining effect is the caching failure described in Bronson et
al. [7]. In a system backed by a look-aside cache, a partial
failure of a cache, such as a reboot of a caching server, may
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result in a load spike on the underlying database and cause it
to timeout. Because of timeouts, all operations effectively fail,
preventing the system from filling the cache. This sustaining
effect causes the capacity to remain degraded.
Figure 1 shows the impact of workload amplification (top
scenarios) and capacity degradation amplification (bottom
scenarios) on metastability. While the scenarios look different
visually, they can all be understood under the metastability
model of a sustaining effect that amplifies the load and/or
capacity degradation to magnify an overload condition.
3.4 Metastability Scenarios
Figure 1 demonstrates four scenarios in which metastable
failures occur. We introduce two types of triggers and two
types of amplification mechanisms that impact the load and
capacity of the system. We use the terms “load-spike" for
triggers and “workload amplification" for amplification mechanisms impacting the load, and we use the terms “capacitydecreasing" for triggers and “capacity degradation" for amplification mechanisms impacting the capacity. In practice, both
types of triggers and both types of amplification mechanisms
can occur simultaneously.
In the upper left scenario, when there is a load-spike trigger,
the organic load Lorg increases beyond the system capacity
Csys , and thus the system is overloaded. The workload amplification (e.g., retries) further increases the system load
Lsys above the triggers’ effects (i.e., mtrigL ) in the organic
load Lorg . When the system overload (i.e., Lsys (t) − Csys (t))
is high enough (e.g., at time tmeta ), even after removing the
trigger (i.e., the dip of Lorg and Lsys ), the system remains overloaded and the workload amplification mechanism continues
to exacerbate the overload, which indicates the system is in a
metastable failure state.
In the upper right scenario, when there is a capacitydecreasing trigger, the organic capacity Corg decreases below
the system load Lsys , and thus the system is overloaded. The
workload amplification (e.g., retries) increases the system
load Lsys . Once the amplification is high enough (e.g., at time
tmeta ), even after removing the trigger (i.e., the recovery of
Corg by mtrigC ), the system is still overloaded, and the workload amplification mechanism continues to exacerbate the
system overload. Hence a metastable failure.
In the bottom left scenario, when there is a load-spike
trigger, the organic load Lorg increases beyond the system
capacity Csys , and thus the system is overloaded. The capacity degradation amplification (e.g., GC amplifying effect)
decreases the system capacity Csys . Once the amplification
is high enough (e.g., at time tmeta ), even after removing the
trigger (i.e., the organic load Lorg decreases by mtrigL ), the
system is still overloaded, and the capacity degradation amplification mechanism continues to exacerbate the system
overload. Hence a metastable failure.
In the bottom right scenario, when there is a capacitydecreasing trigger, the organic capacity Corg decreases below
the system load Lsys , and thus the system is overloaded. The
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capacity degradation amplification (e.g., GC amplifying effect) further decreases the system capacity Csys below the triggers’ effects (i.e., mtrigC ) in the organic capacity Corg . When
the system overload (i.e., Lsys (t) − Csys (t)) is high enough
(e.g., at time tmeta ), even after removing the trigger (i.e., the
recovery of Corg and Csys ), the system remains overloaded and
the workload amplification mechanism continues to exacerbate the overload. Hence a metastable failure.
3.5 System States
Based on Bronson et al. [7], we define three states (stable,
vulnerable, metastable failure) that a system operates in and
describe the boundaries between these states.
3.5.1 Stable State
Assuming a system has a metastable amplification mechanism W (αL (t), αC (t), wL (∆ttrig ), wC (∆ttrig ), w∗L , wC∗ ) and trigger T (mtrigL , mtrigC ), it will never have a metastable failure
if it’s running under low enough load Lnorm < Cstable . The
demarcation line between stable and vulnerable states depends on the max amplification factors w∗L , wC∗ and the normal
capacity of the system, Cnorm .
Theorem 2 (Stable region). Define Cstable = (wC∗norm
∗ . If
L ∗wC )
Lnorm < Cstable , then the system will never have a metastable
failure. (Proof in Section A.2.)
When the normal load is low enough relative to the normal system capacity, then even if the trigger overloads the
system and causes the maximum metastable amplification,
it will recover once the trigger is removed and hence is not
a metastable failure. For instance, in the CAS2 incident, the
Apache Cassandra cluster operated at a low load of 10% to
30% percent of the capacity. Despite a very significant trigger
and workload amplification, the cluster recovered itself when
the trigger was removed.
3.5.2 Vulnerable State
If the system has a normal load higher than Cstable , it’s
running in a vulnerable state. Bronson et al. [7] define the
vulnerable state as the state when a system experiences a high
enough load that temporary overloads can tip the system into
a metastable failure state. However, based on our experiments,
the vulnerable state is not a binary—there are many degrees
to it and many factors determine this degree of vulnerability.
As an overloading trigger event T (mtrigL , mtrigC ) unfolds,
the system (and engineers) are in a race to mitigate the overload before the feedback loop of the sustaining effect makes
the failure unrecoverable without more drastic measures. In
such a system, a combination of amplification and trigger
factors impact the likelihood of a metastable failure.
Theorem 3 (Degrees of vulnerability). If the metastable
amplification during the trigger overloading duration ∆ttrig
is small enough relative to the system headroom (i.e.,
norm
wL (∆ttrig ) ∗ wC (∆ttrig ) < CLnorm
), then the system will never
have a metastable failure. (Proof in Section A.3.)
Once the system is in a vulnerable state, a combination of
factors determines its degree of vulnerability. First, how close
Lnorm is to Cnorm impacts the vulnerability. The smaller the
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Cnorm /Lnorm ratio, the easier it is to enter a metastable failure
state (i.e., the higher degree of vulnerability). The smaller
the Cnorm − Lnorm difference, the smaller the trigger magnitude needed to overload the system and potentially trigger the
metastable failure (Theorem 1). Second, the metastable amplification impacts the vulnerability. As described in Theorem 3,
higher metastable amplifications (wL (∆ttrig ) and wC (∆ttrig ))
increase the vulnerability to metastable failures. Since wL
and wC increase with the overloading trigger duration ∆ttrig ,
longer triggers also increase the vulnerability.
The amplification delay, if present, is the first mechanism to
buy some time for mitigation efforts. Unfortunately, there is
very little control over this delay interval, aside from timeouts
in scenarios like retry-based workload amplification. The trigger overloading interval ∆ttrig is another factor in determining
whether an overload develops into the metastable failure. Intuitively, short triggers mean that amplification may not have
started yet due to the amplification delay or has not escalated
too far. Recall that entering a metastable failure state requires
the system load to exceed the capacity even after fixing the
trigger. This means that the amplification factors αL (t) and
αC (t) play a role—a smaller amplification translates into a
more moderate system load growth that can buy the engineers
time to recover the trigger.
3.5.3 Metastable Failure State
The point when the trigger(s) cause the system to enter a
metastable failure state depends on the current amplification
factors αL (t) and αC (t) and trigger magnitudes.
Theorem 4 (Metastable failure boundary). If the
metastable amplification causes the system overload
to exceed the triggers’ effects (i.e., Lsys (t) − Csys (t) ≥
αL (t) ∗ mtrigL + αC (t) ∗ mtrigC ), then the system is in a
metastable failure state. (Proof in Section A.4.)
Since the current amplification factors and trigger magnitudes change over time, we can use the current amplification factors and maximum trigger magnitudes to develop a
metastable failure boundary. If the overload Lsys (t) −Csys (t)
exceeds the boundary in Theorem 4, then there is a metastable
failure because the system is overloaded even after the trigger is removed. If the overload Lsys (t) −Csys (t) is below the
boundary in Theorem 4 while the trigger(s) are in full effect, then the system is not in a metastable failure state yet.
This is because the removal of the trigger would result in a
non-overloaded state where the system can recover.
Theorem 4 indicates the boundary in the general case where
both types of triggers and amplifications occur simultaneously,
but for simplicity, Figure 1 depicts the specific boundaries for
each type of trigger and amplification in the four scenarios.
That is, mtrigL = 0 or mtrigC = 0 depending on the trigger, and
αL (t) = 1 or αC (t) = 1 depending on the amplification.
A practical takeaway from these results is that it is important to monitor the overload and take more drastic measures
before it exceeds the metastable failure boundary. The key insight is that the overload should not be so bad that the system
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is overloaded even after the trigger is removed.
3.6 Recovery
Fixing the trigger is the first intuitive step many engineers
take in recovery efforts. The intuition is likely the result of
treating the trigger as the root cause of the failure. For instance, many incidents caused by deploying bad configuration involved rollbacks (GGL3, GGL4, AWS) or halting the
deployments (GGL1). Similarly, many incidents triggered
by software bugs involved hot-fixing the bug (AZR4, IBM1,
SPF2). All incidents caused by load spikes included some
form of load shedding (GGL1, AWS3, AZR3, CCI1, etc.).
However, once in the metastable failure state, the system
cannot recover all by itself as the sustaining effect keeps it
in the metastable failure state. Therefore, we need to remove
the sustaining effect from the system to recover. Two broad
strategies exist to recover from the failure. The first is load
shedding—bringing the load down below the stable threshold
Cstable . The second is to raise Cstable by increasing the system
capacity.
Load shedding was the most popular mitigation effort used
in over 50% of the incidents. This approach is intuitive in
any kind of overload situation. However, without a proper
understanding of the metastability and feedback loops, it is
hard to know just how much the load needs to be reduced.
This results in long mitigations and additional destructive
steps, such as server reboots (AWS2, GGL2).
Raising Cstable is more nuanced than load shedding. One
mechanism for changing the stable threshold is a policy
change that impacts the amplification thresholds w∗L and wC∗ .
An example of such a policy change is decreasing the maximum number of retries per request. For instance, a policy
with at most two retries will not amplify the work more than
three times, while the policy with no cap effectively leaves the
system with no stable region. A more popular way of increasing Cstable is to add the capacity to the system, essentially
raising its Cnorm . For a fixed w∗L and wC∗ , increasing normal
capacity will also raise the stable threshold, per Theorem 2.
A few incidents in our study used this approach. For instance,
AZR2 added more capacity after performing load shedding
and fixing the trigger.

4

Metastability at Twitter

While publicly available incident reports provide enough
high-level information to identify the metastable failures, they
lack the depth and detail to understand the complex interactions between components in large systems. In this case
study, we use insider information to describe in detail one
specific metastable failure occurring at Twitter, a large internet company, due to garbage collection (GC). We identify
a sustaining loop where high queueing increases memory
pressure and mark-and-sweep processing during GC, causing
job slowdowns and thus higher queueing. The effect is more
pronounced at high system loads, where the system is more
vulnerable to spikes. Specifically, we see that a peak load test
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during a busy day triggers the system to enter a metastable
failure state where jobs start to fail, and it is only after sufficient load shedding that the success rate stops dropping.
Peak load tests are one of the common types of tests used
regularly in industry to expose potential problems and highlight the necessary steps to prevent incidents from happening.
Figure 2 shows the timeseries of system metrics at a core
service during a peak load test where we see a metastable failure. System load, GC duration, and queue length have been
normalized to show the trend only, while success rate (SR) is
scaled to demonstrate it dropping sharply below the SLO. All
metrics are measured using the standard observability tools
at Twitter, except for the (average) queue length, which is
inferred using Little’s Law [35]. By queue length, we mean
the count of all the requests in the system. The service is a
mature production service that’s well-tuned and has been running for several years, under all the usual operating practices
of frequent deployments, regular stress tests, and continuous
monitoring and alerting.
In this incident, the peak load occurs around the 48-minute
mark, and the SR starts to drop over time. Once the SR of
this service drops below a critical threshold (i.e., the SLO),
service operators are alerted to mitigate the problem. In this
incident, the operators start load shedding at around the 83minute mark and continue with more load shedding at 106
minutes. This had the desired effect of lowering the load,
which also lowers GC and queue length. However, the SR
still continues to drop and does not start to recover even when
the load is back down to the level before the test. SR remains
below the SLO until the service is restarted by operators. This
is because even after the load shedding, a sustaining effect is
still slowing down the system and causing it to remain in a
metastable failure state.
Studying the internal system metrics from the test has shed
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some light on the problem. We find that the changes to GC
duration are highly correlated with load fluctuations, as more
load brings more memory allocation, thus requiring more
GC. However, the GC is busier than normal during the peak
load test. During the second load-shedding period between
106-118 minute marks, the load is more than 20% lower than
that at the 40-minute offset, yet the GC is busier and SR is
still dropping. At the same time, the queue length is also
more than 50% higher, which implies that there are more
jobs stuck in the system exacerbating GC. Thus, there is contention between arriving traffic and GC consuming resources,
suggesting the metastability sustaining effect.
Specifically, the incident is caused by the sustaining effect
in the following steps: (i) a load spike (i.e., a Lorg increase)
caused by peak load test introduces initial high queue length
in the system; (ii) high queue length results in high GC behaviors; (iii) high GC behaviors slow job processing (i.e., Csys
decreases); (iv) more jobs get stuck in the system, which leads
to higher queue length.
To demonstrate each of these steps, we further study data
from this test as well as non-test data as a baseline. For (i),
we can see the initial trigger in Figure 2 at around minute
48 where the load spike causes a sharp increase in queue
length. For (ii), we see that queue length and GC duration
are correlated over time in Figure 2. Additionally, we plot
queue length vs. GC duration (Figure 3a) under 3 normal days
without the test to show these metrics generally exhibit a positive correlation. One might wonder whether the system load
affects these metrics, and we find that it is correlated to both
queue length and GC duration. But to eliminate the impact of
system load, we also filtered the data to only include results
with approximately the same system load, and we still see
a correlation between queue length and GC duration, which
suggests that high queue length leads to high GC. Correlation does not imply causation, so we validate and reproduce
these effects in Section 5.1 via a simple example. For (iii),
we plot GC duration vs. latency (Figure 3b) during the same
period without peak load testing and observe that the latency
increases with GC duration. As GC consumes CPU cycles,
there is CPU contention with job processing, which causes
slowdowns to jobs as evidenced by the higher latencies. Naturally, job slowdowns will cause additional congestion and
queueing, which completes the sustaining loop (iv).
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Figure 4: Metastability in Garbage Collection (GC).
Similar incidents recur many times, and engineers take
different approaches to mitigate/fix this issue. For example,
(i) observing unusually high latency spikes in backend services resulted in work to improve their performance to lower
queue lengths, (ii) observing higher GC duration than normal resulted in adjusting the JVM memory configuration
(e.g., increasing max heap size) to tweak GC behavior, and
(iii) observing high resource utilization (e.g., CPU) resulted
in adding more servers to lower per-server load. These approaches decrease system vulnerabilities and make it more
robust to the trigger at the magnitude of the peak load test
level.

5

Replicating Metastability

We introduce three example applications and experimentally reproduce metastable failures on them. One of these
applications reproduces the failure in the Twitter case study
(Section 4) at a small scale, and the other two reproduce
failures due to retries and look-aside caching described in
sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, of Bronson et al. [7].
5.1

Metastability due to GC

In this section, we develop a small-scale reproduction of
the GC metastable failure seen in Section 4. This allows us
to perform controlled experiments to validate the sustaining
effect and study the factors that affect vulnerability. We confirm that GC can cause metastability and that the vulnerability
increases with load. Since the sustaining effect is due to a
high queue length causing memory pressure and GC slowdowns, we find that the memory size also impacts the degree
of vulnerability.
5.1.1

Experiment Setup

Our reproduction is a multi-threaded java program compiled via JDK 8 under default GC settings except we experiment with MaxHeapSize. Each thread processes a job
consisting of many memory allocations. Each job allocates a
0.5MB array of arrays and then proceeds to allocate each row
in this 2D array, adding an additional 0.5MB of data. Once a
job completes, the allocated memory is unreferenced and will
eventually be garbage collected. The main thread launches
jobs following a Poisson process with a configured request
rate measured in requests per second (RPS). We launch the
java program in a docker container configured with 1GB of
memory running on an AWS EC2 m5.large instance.
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5.1.2 Inducing Metastable Failures
To illustrate the metastability, we vary RPS over time and
plot the relevant metrics in Figure 4a. The initial RPS increase
causes queue length and the GC duration to increase. Even
as RPS is reduced over time, the sustaining effect causes the
queue length and GC duration to remain high.
To gain a deeper understanding of the sustaining effect that
causes the metastability, we extract detailed metrics from GC
logs. Figure 4b shows that queue length, which we directly
measure from arrival/completion timestamps, is correlated
with GC duration. This is because there are more active objects to process during a GC cycle when there’s a high queue
length, and there is higher memory pressure as well. The figure shows a scatterplot of the normal behavior, though we see
a similar correlation during metastable failures as well.
Figure 4b also shows that GC causes the application to
pause, which slows down the jobs. Here, we configure the
JVM to print a more detailed metric (PrintGCApplicationStoppedTime) to indicate how the JVM impacts the job’s
running time. We find that GC activity is causing the application to pause and slow down. As a result, the application isn’t
able to process jobs as efficiently, resulting in a higher queue
length, thus completing the feedback cycle.
We next study the factors that affect vulnerability by exposing the example to varying trigger sizes. In our example,
we generate triggers by injecting 100% stalls in the program
for varying trigger durations. During the trigger, requests still
arrive, but are not launched and do not begin processing. Once
the trigger completes, there is effectively a large burst of backlogged requests that creates a large spike in the queue length
until the backlog is handled. In our model, this corresponds to
the bottom left scenario in Figure 1 where a load spike trigger
(i.e., Lorg increases) starts a capacity degradation amplification (i.e., Csys degrades) due to GC.
Figure 4c shows how the vulnerability varies as a function of RPS. At high RPS, even small delays would cause
the system to fall into a metastable failure state, whereas at
low RPS, the system can mostly recover unless there is a
very large trigger duration. The figure also shows how the
vulnerability changes with the JVM memory size. Striped
areas show regions where the metastability depends on the
higher or lower memory size. For example, the striped region
between the max heap (i.e., JVM memory) sizes indicates it
is a metastable failure region for the smaller size and a vulner-
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Figure 5: Metastability in a Replicated State Machine (RSM) due to retries.
able or stable region for the larger memory size (depending
on RPS). Larger memory sizes decrease the memory pressure, which lowers the effect of GC. Thus, the system is less
vulnerable with more memory and can sustain higher trigger
durations and higher RPS. Nevertheless, the system is still
subject to metastable failures, so understanding the degree of
vulnerability is important for managing the system.
5.2 Metastability due to Retries
We next demonstrate an example of a metastable failure in
a replicated state machine (RSM) model utilizing a popular
NoSQL database. RSMs are prone to slowdowns [28, 41] that
can act as capacity-decreasing triggers for metastable failures.
We use the slowdowns of varying magnitude and duration to
induce metastable failures where retries create the sustaining
effect.
5.2.1 Experiment Setup
For this experiment, we rely on MongoDB replicated
database [64] based on the Raft [42] replication protocol.
We operate the database in a strongly-consistent mode in a
cluster of 3 replicas. A primary and two secondary MongoDB
servers (version 4.4.9) are deployed on AWS EC2 m5a.large
instances with 2 vCPU and 8 GiB of RAM each using Docker
containers. A client application provides a constant baseline
workload of insert operations against the replicated MongoDB
database. We deployed the client on a bigger m5ad.2xlarge
instance with 8 vCPU and 32 GiB of RAM.
We keep the RSM in a vulnerable state by running a constant client workload of approximately 6,200 successful RPS.
A client uses a 3-second timeout for requests and will retry
each operation up to 4 times after the timeout. To introduce
the slowdowns, we temporarily restrict the CPU resources on
the docker container running the primary node. In our model,
this corresponds to the top right scenario in Figure 1 where
a capacity-decreasing trigger (i.e., Corg decreases) causes a
workload amplification (i.e., Lsys increases) due to retries.
5.2.2 Inducing Metastable Failures
In Figure 5, we present the result of four experiments to
demonstrate the relationship between trigger magnitude, trigger duration, and request rate. The figure truncates the experiments at 150 seconds, however, we ran the workloads for 500
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seconds to ensure there is no delayed recovery from failure.
We apply the capacity-decreasing trigger at the 60 second
mark, as indicated by the gray shaded region in each of the
subfigures.
(a) Baseline with no metastable failure. Figure 5a
demonstrates a trigger of 10 seconds with a 78% reduction in
CPU availability. This trigger briefly reduced the success rate
of client requests, as observed by the dip in throughput with a
corresponding increase in latency. The impact was brief with
the occurrence of limited failures and retries towards the end
of the trigger duration. The system does not enter a metastable
failure state and recovers shortly after the trigger is removed.
(b) Increased trigger magnitude causes metastable failure. Figure 5b demonstrates a metastable failure in an RSM.
This result illustrates that even a slight increase in a trigger
magnitude can push the system into metastability. In this instance, the trigger is of the same duration (10 seconds) against
the same workload as (a) but with an 80% reduction in CPU
availability (2% additional reduction). With this trigger magnitude, the system performance does not ever recover once
the trigger is removed. Latency plateaus at approximately
the client timeout of 3 seconds, and the total number of attempted requests peaks at around 20,000 RPS (a 3× increase
over baseline), and goodput is reduced by ≈ 90% to 600 RPS.
The client retry mechanism provides the feedback loop that
prevents the system from resuming a normal state.
(c) Decreased trigger duration averts metastable failure. Figure 5c demonstrates that a minor change to a trigger
duration, compared to the previous experiment (Figure 5b),
can prevent a system from entering the metastable failure state.
The experiment setup is the same as (b), except the trigger
duration is reduced by 1 second from 10 seconds to 9 seconds.
Similar to (a), we observe a transient increase in latency and
a corresponding reduction in goodput. However, the system’s
performance recovers in this experiment, demonstrating the
impact of trigger duration on vulnerability.
(d) Reduced load averts metastable failure. Figure 5d
illustrates system performance when the base workload is
reduced to about 4,200 RPS (≈ 30% lower than the baseline
RPS) to show a system with more idle resources to handle
triggers. We used the same trigger magnitude and duration as
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Figure 6: Metastability in Look-aside cache.
in (b) (a trigger intensity of 80% and a trigger duration of 10
seconds) that pushed a more loaded system into a metastable
failure. With more idle resources to handle the transient performance degradation, the system handled the trigger gracefully
with only a temporary increase in latency.
Throughout our experiments on a replicated database, we
have established that a trigger that sets off the retry process
can lead to the feedback loop that prevents a distributed system from recovering. Moreover, even small changes to a trigger had a significant impact—a 2%-decrease in available CPU
or a 1-second increase in duration separated successful recovery from a metastable failure. All experiments exhibit a small
number of failed requests immediately before the trigger is
removed. However, (b) demonstrates an increased level of
failures and retries during the last second of the trigger. This
suggests that timely removal of the trigger can prevent the
transition into the metastable failure state.
5.3 Metastability due to Look-aside Cache
We next illustrate another type of metastable failures due to
look-aside caching. Look-aside caching is a popular caching
strategy where an application looks for data in a cache and
will retrieve data from a backend system for cache misses.
The application is then responsible for putting the data from
the backend into the cache.
The metastability arises because the application is not always able to add the data from the backend into the cache.
Specifically, if a trigger causes the cache hit rate to drop,
then that would result in a higher rate of misses and an unexpectedly high rate of requests to the backend system. This
amplified workload would in turn cause the backend to slow
down, which would lead to timeouts in the application and/or
backend. When there are timeouts, the application is unable to
put data into the cache. As a result, the cache hit rate remains
low, which sustains the metastability.
5.3.1 Experiment Setup
To replicate this metastability, we build an example web
application with a MySQL database (34.6 million entries,
totaling 15GB) and a memcached cache (1GB). If the web
application is unable to find an item in the cache, it queries the
database and stores the result in the cache. Items are requested
following a Zipf distribution—a common distribution for
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representing cache entry popularity [6].
The arrival times are generated via a standard Poisson process at the desired RPS from our load generator. Our web
server runs a standard Nginx + PHP setup, and we configure 1
second timeouts for the requests, which are much higher than
the normal request processing times.
5.3.2 Inducing Metastable Failures
Figure 6a shows an example of a metastable failure when
a trigger causes the hit rate to unexpectedly drop at time 10s.
We see that the backend traffic sharply increases, which results
in timeouts and errors. Since the application is unable to get
the data before the timeout, no new data is added to the cache,
which sustains the low hit rate for long periods of time.
We next run the system under different RPS and inject triggers of different magnitudes to evaluate whether the system is
able to recover. We inject triggers by deleting the hottest items
in the cache* . In our model, this corresponds to the bottom
right scenario in Figure 1 where a capacity-decreasing trigger
(i.e., Corg decreases) starts a capacity degradation amplification that causes the degradation to persist even after the cache
memory is available for use (i.e., Csys remains degraded). After the trigger, we run the system for an hour to see if it can
recover or if the metastable failure persists. If the system
doesn’t recover within an hour, we mark this as a metastable
failure. Caching systems by nature are self-healing, and we
would expect the system to eventually recover if there’s a
non-zero chance that a request would successfully add data
to the cache. However, long-term outages are catastrophic to
companies so we still deem these cases as metastable failures.
Figure 6b illustrates the different degrees of vulnerability in
our look-aside caching example. Under low RPS, the system
is stable and can recover even if the entire cache is wiped.
As the RPS increases, the system becomes more vulnerable
where smaller drops in hit rate could cause the system to fall
into a metastable failure region and not recover.
Figure 6b also illustrates the impact of the request timeout
parameter. When increasing the timeout from 1 second to 2
seconds, the vulnerability at each RPS is decreased (i.e., a
higher trigger magnitude is needed to cause metastable fail* Dropping

the hottest items gives a conservative bound on the metastable
region since these are the easiest items to recover.
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ures). So there is a trade-off with setting the request timeout—
a higher timeout decreases the vulnerability, but it takes longer
to detect failed requests, whereas a lower timeout can quickly
detect issues, but increases the metastable vulnerability.
Figure 6c demonstrates the impact of the steady state cache
hit rate on vulnerability. When comparing a workload with
a ≈ 80% cache hit rate vs. a workload with a ≈ 95% cache
hit rate, we see that the higher hit rate is less vulnerable.
This is because the workload has a more skewed popularity
distribution where a small number of keys constitutes a large
fraction of the requests. This skewness makes it easier to
recover from a drop in hit rate. However, higher hit rates
enable the system to operate at higher RPS where the system
is vulnerable, and we see that the ~95% workload has a much
wider range of vulnerability in terms of RPS. Thus one still
needs to consider metastable issues at high hit rates.

6

Discussion

6.1 Multi-System Failures
Many metastable failures involve a combination of systems
or components interacting together. Often, these failures are
described as cascading failures (GGL1), where the failure of
one system causes further faults in other components. The
interactions between systems make it more difficult to identify the sustaining effect and enact quick fixes. Our caching
example is a good illustration of such a multi-system failure.
In our caching example, the cache and storage systems
are coupled together. When a cache fails, the result is a load
spike in the storage system – a capacity degradation of one
component cascades to a load increase in another. Even in the
absence of workload amplification, this multi-system example
has a sustaining effect. The complete cache-storage system
needs the storage component to respond in time to fill the
cache and reduce the load on storage. At the same time, the
storage cannot do so due to the overload, creating a sustained
condition where the overload cannot be alleviated even after
the cache has all servers back up again.
6.2 Human Factors
Around 50% of the observed triggers have some direct
human involvement, such as the deployment of buggy configuration (GGL3, GGL4, AWS1), rushed testing and deployment (AZR4), incomplete testing that fails to find bugs
(GGL2, GGL4, AZR2, AZR3, IBM1), and regular maintenance (ELC1). For instance, in the AZR4 incident, engineers
rushed a buggy code for deployment without proper testing.
The bug would increase CPU consumption on some background tasks, essentially decreasing the system’s processing
capacity. Moreover, the deployment was happening on Friday
before a long holiday weekend when the load on the system
was lower than usual, potentially preventing the deployment
procedure from catching the capacity degradation. After the
holiday weekend when traffic returned to normal, the system
was overwhelmed, which increased latency, caused timeouts,
and failed user requests. This issue could have been avoided
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with more complete testing and better deployment practices.
Another example of a human factor in metastability is the
GGL4 incident where engineers bypassed the testing phase
and released a buggy configuration to production.
6.3 Fix to Break
Misunderstanding the processes that cause the failure can
lead engineers to adapt long-term fixes or changes that can
further exacerbate the vulnerability for metastable failures.
For example, not realizing the existence of a feedback loop
may cause engineers to introduce changes that make the feedback loop more severe. In the AWS2 incident that brought
down AWS SimpleDB, the storage servers frequently communicate with the locking service to ensure they are still part
of the system. When an overload to the locking service occurred, the storage servers started to timeout and retry, further
adding to the locking service overload. After several retries,
the servers would demote themselves and stop serving the
storage workload. The locking service remained overloaded
for as long as enough storage servers were alive to keep the
lock service busy. In the aftermath of the incident, engineers
decided that servers must continue to retry the locking service instead of giving up, as the lack of prolonged retries was
seen as the reason for botched recovery. Unlimited retries,
however, can put a lot more workload amplification on the
system and make the sustaining effect more severe. A similar
incident (AWS3) happened to the DynamoDB database about
a year later. The storage nodes did not back out of retrying to
get updated membership data, causing a massive workload
amplification and metastable failure.
Another example of this is the SPF1 and SPF2 incidents.
In the aftermath of the first incident, engineers added significant logging to the error path of request execution to better
understand the cause of the load spikes and retries. In SPF2,
the additional logging after a load spike and initial retries increased the cost of each retry, adding more load to the system
and causing more requests to retry.
6.4 Mild Metastable Failures
Many metastable failures are severe enough to cause a
significant service disruption. However, this is not necessarily
the case for all metastable failures. The CAS1 incident is an
example of metastable behavior that did not cause a significant
outage. Another example is our Twitter case study. While the
metastable failure was severe enough to trigger internal alerts,
it was very far from becoming an outage. This mildness was
partly due to monitoring of key performance metrics and a
timely response.
6.5 Prevention and Mitigation
A crucial aspect of preparing for metastable issues is understanding the system’s vulnerability. As we have seen throughout our experiments with retries, caching, and GC, many factors impact the vulnerability of a system, ranging from the
load to trigger magnitude and duration and to sustaining effect
mechanisms, such as workload amplification growth. With
a proper understanding of the processes involved, we can
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have better control over both the triggers and sustaining effects. For example, our Twitter case study showed that even
if the sustaining effect cannot be eliminated, knowing and
understanding its characteristics can help engineers adjust
parameters and reduce its impact in the future.
Similarly, systems may not be able to avoid all possible
triggers, but they can often mitigate the trigger’s impact. For
instance, designing systems to be more resilient to component
slowdowns [41] can help reduce the severity of triggers and
reduce the system’s vulnerability. Designing automated mitigation strategies can reduce the trigger duration, which result
in a small performance blip instead of a metastable failure.
While autoscaling of resources can help mitigate
metastable failures in some cases, it does not necessarily prevent metastable failures. Autoscaling is a way to increase the
normal capacity Cnorm of a system in response to load events,
which should also raise the stable threshold Cstable and help
the system recover sooner. However, autoscaling can be extremely costly for large systems and large work amplification
factors. For instance, a loss of a cache with 99% hit-rate can
result in a 100X amplification. Whether the current autoscaling techniques can scale up fast enough to avert a metastable
failure requires further research. Furthermore, it is not always
possible to autoscale services due to stateful components and
system complexity (e.g., case Azure LL1H-9CZ).

7

Related Work

Since metastable failures were established as a class very
recently [7], there have not yet been any studies particularly about them. However, researchers have discovered other
classes of failures that we think are relevant to metastability.
Specifically, the types of failures and bugs that we discuss
below often act as triggers that lead to metastable failures.
One such class is fail-slow failures [27], which were extensively studied under different names: fail-stutter [3], grayfailure [29], and limpware [15, 16, 25]. Fail-slow failures happen when a hardware experiences a significant slowdown but
is still functional. Since fail-slow failures can occasionally
exhibit transient stops [27], they can trigger metastable failures. Unlike metastable failures, however, fail-slow failures
are essentially subtle hardware failures that can be fixed by
replacing the faulty hardware.
Another related class of failures is due to scalability
bugs [34, 53]. These are latent software bugs that are scaledependent—they only surface in large-scale deployments
and are not discoverable in small-scale testing. As a result,
load spikes can expose scalability bugs, which can trigger
metastable failures. We have observed several incidents where
load spikes exposed a bug that triggered a metastable failure.
Finally, there have been multiple studies on failures in
distributed systems caused by configuration changes [40, 59]
and software upgrades [63] both of which were predominant
triggers of metastable failures in our study.
In general, most prior studies classify incidents according
to their main root cause, for example, software bugs, hardware
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faults, misconfiguration, etc. The metastable failure model,
where a service in the vulnerable state is tipped over to failure
by a trigger, allows a richer, multi-dimensional characterization of bugs. Metastability would likely explain some of
the bugs others have studied, but to date, researchers have
lacked a framework for identifying such failures. It is notable
that in [61] the authors observe that failures often “require
an unusual sequence of multiple events with specific input
parameters from a large space”, which suggests that they may
have in fact encountered metastable failures.
The cloud outage study of [26], which examines almost
600 publicly reported outages in popular Internet services,
discusses the idea of “hidden single points of failure” and observes that the recovery process itself is often faulty or simply
doesn’t run because the right metrics are not being monitored.
Our model for metastable failures may help identify the metrics that may act as triggers. They also note that the recovery
process can be a source of metastable amplification, such as
with retry storms or failover to cold caches.
In the Azure incidents studied by Liu et al. [36], runningenvironment mitigation techniques are commonly applied,
such as restarting or migrating processes or adding capacity
resources. The authors note that to date there has been little
work on automation of such recovery methods – this would
also be a fruitful direction in mitigating metastable failures.
What sets a metastable failure apart from all of the above
is that its root cause is not a specific hardware failure or a
software bug. It is an emergent behavior of a complex system
that naturally arises from optimizations for the common case.
Specifically, if the aforementioned failures do not trigger a
metastable failure, then identifying and eliminating them restores the system functionality. If, however, they do trigger a
metastable failure, then eliminating them will not restore the
system’s functionality.

8

Conclusion

Metastable failures are a class of system failures characterized by sustaining effects that keep systems in a degraded state
and resist recovery. While relatively infrequent, metastable
failures were behind big outages at large internet companies
(including a recent AWS outage on December 7th, 2021). In
this work, we confirm this observation by studying public
incident reports. We then extend the metastability framework
based on our observations for a more accurate metastability
model. We validate our model by building three applications
and reproducing different instances of metastability on them.
We hope our work spurs further research into understanding
and preventing metastable failures.
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Appendix
A

References

Proof of model theorems

A.1

Proof of Theorem 1

Assuming no overloading trigger, then by Definition 2 we
have Cnorm − Lnorm > mtrigL + mtrigC . So,
Lorg (t) ≤ Lnorm + mtrigL
(Definition 1)
< Cnorm − mtrigC

(assumption)

≤ Corg (t)
(Definition 1)
Since Lorg (t) < Corg (t) for all t, then ∆ttrig = 0. Since wL (0) =
1 and wC (0) = 1, then αL (t) = 1 and αC (t) = 1 for all t. Therefore, Lsys (t) = Lorg (t) < Corg (t) = Csys (t) for all t by Definition 4. Thus, the system is never overloaded and never in a
metastable failure state.
A.2

Proof of Theorem 2

Assume Lnorm < Cstable =

Cnorm
∗).
(w∗L ∗wC

So,

Lnorm ∗ αL (t) ≤ Lnorm ∗ w∗L
< Cstable ∗ w∗L
= Cnorm ∗ w∗L /(w∗L ∗ wC∗ )
= Cnorm /wC∗

(Definition 4)
(assumption)
(assumption)
(algebra)

≤ Cnorm ∗ αC (t)
(Definition 4)
Thus, under the normal conditions without triggers, the amplification factors are bounded such that the system is always
stable even with the worst-case amplification factors.
A.3

Proof of Theorem 3

norm
Assume wL (∆ttrig ) ∗ wC (∆ttrig ) < CLnorm
. So,
Lnorm ∗ αL (t) ≤ Lnorm ∗ wL (∆ttrig )
(Definition 4)

< Cnorm /wC (∆ttrig )

(assumption)

≤ Cnorm ∗ αC (t)
(Definition 4)
Thus, under the normal conditions without triggers, the amplification factors are bounded such that the system is always
stable.
A.4

Proof of Theorem 4

Assume at time t, Lsys (t) − Csys (t) ≥ αL (t) ∗ mtrigL +
αC (t) ∗ mtrigC . So,
Lnorm ∗ αL (t)
= Lorg (t) ∗ αL (t) − (Lorg (t) − Lnorm ) ∗ αL (t)

(algebra)

≥ Lorg (t) ∗ αL (t) − mtrigL ∗ αL (t)

(Definition 1)

= Lsys (t) − mtrigL ∗ αL (t)

(Definition 4)

≥ Csys (t) + αC (t) ∗ mtrigC

(assumption)

= Corg (t) ∗ αC (t) + αC (t) ∗ mtrigC

(Definition 4)

≥ Corg (t) ∗ αC (t) + αC (t) ∗ (Cnorm −Corg (t)) (Definition 1)
= Cnorm ∗ αC (t)
(algebra)
Thus, if at time t we removed the triggers and reverted to the
normal load and capacity, then the amplifying factors would
cause the system to remain in an overloaded state. So the
system is in a metastable failure state.
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